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Everything in this catalog is at least 50% off our former retail price.

Don’t let the deep discount fool you, there are some nice things in this list.
We just don’t focus on selling books anymore, and
We’re hoping you can help us free up some shelf space over the holidays.
Everything in this catalog is at least 50% off our former retail price.
Additionally, we’re offering a “Buy More – Get a Bigger Discount” deal.
If you buy five or more items from this catalog, you’ll receive an additional 10% discount.
Free standard shipping anywhere within the United States.
Sorry, fellow dealers, but at these prices there is no additional trade discount.
Terms of Sale
Prices are in U.S dollars. When applicable, we must charge sales tax. Unless otherwise stated, standard
domestic shipping is at no charge. International shipping charges vary. All shipments are insured.
To order send us an email (info@read-em-again), or call on the telephone (703-580-6946)
Please don’t order through our website for this catalog sale; we don’t have it set to discount your
purchases. (You can still use the links to read an expanded description or view additional images for
most items.) Our preferred way of payment for this sale is PayPal (we’ll send you a PayPal invoice), but
we can also accept checks, money orders, and direct credit card payments. Bank transfers are accepted
but will incur an additional fee.
Sorry . . . no additional trade discounts for this sale.
Institutions, established customers, and ABAA members may be invoiced; all others are asked to prepay.
We appreciate institutional constraints when it comes to complying with acquisition rules, dealing with
foundations, and courting donors, so we’re always willing to hold items for a reasonable time you to
meet organizational purchasing, funding, and billing requirements.
Any item may be returned for full refund for any reason if the return is initiated within ten days of a
purchaser’s receipt and the item arrives back to us in the same condition as when originally shipped.
Prior notice of any return is appreciated. Return shipping costs will be paid by the buyer. All items are
guaranteed as described. If a recognized authority finds an item or signature not to be genuine, the
original purchaser may return the item at any time for a full refund including all shipping costs.
Regards, Kurt and Gail
______________________
Kurt and Gail Sanftleben
Montclair, VA 22025
Email: info@read-em-again.com
Phone: 703-580-6946
Website: read-em-again.com
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Books
Domestic Medicine; or, The Family Physician. Buchan, William.
Norwich: John Trumbull, 1778. 12mo. Some wear and foxing.
Slightly sprung. Owner's name on rear endpaper. "First published .
. . at Edinburgh in 1769. It had an enormous circulation, no fewer
than nineteen editions. . . . easily followed advice in this book
[about] diet, ventilation, sleep, cleanliness, and infection. The
greater part [focuses upon] causes, management, and treatment of
diseases, such as fevers, pneumonia, smallpox, whooping cough,
and colic . . . valuable insight into the relationship between social
conditions and disease in the eighteenth century." – Heirs of
Hippocrates, 625.
Item #7997 Price: ABAA Benevolent Fund Donation

Matching Set of Jedidiah Morse's First Gazetteers: The American
Gazetteer . . . Of the American Continent and A New Gazetteer of
the Eastern Continent. Morse, Jedidiah. Boston: S. Hall and
Thomas & Andrews; Samuel Etheridge, 1797. First Edition. 8vo.
Complete. The American Gazetteer has seven maps (six folding).
The Eastern Continent has 17 folding maps (title page mistakenly
calls for 18, but the instruction to the binder specifies only 17, all by
title). Sound bindings; front hinge of The American Gazetteer has
been neatly mended. All 24 maps are present; one, the "Map of the
Northern Part of the United States" is missing a 1" x 2" rectangle at
the bottom of the inside edge (likely removed during binding).
Some of the maps have minor toning and wear to their edges. Cover
wear, but still a nicely matched set.
Item #7550 Price: $1800 $900

Excursions in the County of Surrey. . . . London: Longman, Hurst,
Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1821. 16mo. Complete with 50 engravings,
two fold-out maps, and illustrated half-title. Sound binding with
intact hinges. Clean pages; some minor toning and foxing. Large
county map has a 2.5" split at one fold and old paper mend on
reverse. Fold-out Guildford map has a 1" split at one fold. Some
cover wear, mostly at edges. Sunned spine, but legible gilt title.
Very nice early travel guide.
Item #6350 Price: $175 $85

A True Declaration of the Estate of the Colonie in Virginia, With a
Confutation of Such Scandalous Reports as Have Tended to the
Disgrace of So Worthy an Enterprise. The Compilier for the
Councell of Virginia. Washington: Peter Force, 1844. 8vo.
Unbound. 1844 facsimile of the original 1610 document from Vol.
III of Force's reprints. Complete. 26 unbound and uncut pages.
Thorough refutation of allegations made by opponents of the
Jamestown in their attempt to thwart investment in the colony.
"The most distinguished piece of propaganda for the colony and its
best apologia" - David B. Quinn (248). Minor wear and light toning.
Faint dampstain and paperclip imprint on front cover.
Item #7637 Price: SOLD

Mirror of Olden Time Border Life; Embracing a History of the
Discovery of America Also . . . History of Virginia . . .also History of
the Early Settlement of Pennsylvania . . . Pritts, Joseph (compiler).
Abingdon, Virginia: S.S. Miles, 1849. See Howes P622 and Sabin
65719, which notes this edition has "some material omitted, and
much more added" than a previous version published under a
different title. Complete with all 14 b/w plates (8 full-page and 6
folding) plus 2 half-page illustrations. Old gift inscription in pencil
on title page. Rebound with new endpapers.
Item #7943 Price: ABAA Benevolent Fund Donation

Sketches of Virginia: Historical and Biographical. Foote, William
Henry. Philadelphia: Willliam S. Martien, 1850. First edition of the
first series. 8vo. Complete. 568 pages. Original blind debossed
cover with gilt spine title. Sound binding with intact hinges. Clean
pages. Some minor wear and slightly sunned spine. Although Foote
wrote this volume at the request of the Virginia Presbyterian
Church, it is also a chronicle focusing on the history of early
American political development and the Scotch-Irish in America.
Considerable information on the personalities and events of the
Revolutionary War. See Sabin 25029 and Howes F241. (Howes
mistakenly calls for a frontispiece, see Swann Auction of 02/10/05).
Item #7224 Price: ABAA Benevolent Fund Donation

Chronicles and Characters of the Stock Exchange (with Defoe's
Anatomy of Exchange Alley as an Appendix). Francis, John and
Daniel Defoe. Boston: Wm. Crosby & H.P. Nichols, 1850. First
American Edition. "Previously published in the Banker's magazine
for 1850." Ex-library with bookplate inside front cover and two
handstamps on title page; withdrawn handstamp on the bookplate.
Hinges cracked. Clean pages. Some wear, toning, and soiling. An
important, classic history of the London Stock Exchange loaded with
fascinating anecdotes including information on Tulip Mania, the
Tontines, East India Company Stock, early dealers, corruption in
Parliament, the South Sea Bubble, the Boston Tea Party, lotteries,
frauds, and much more.
Item #7818 Price: ABAA Benevolent Fund Donation

Recollections of a Zouave before Sebastopol. Edited By Dr. Felix
Maynard. Translated By Mrs. Harrison Robinson. Philadelphia:
Hayes & Zell, 1856. First American Edition. 12mo. 300 text pages
plus a four-page advertising catalog in rear dated July 1, 1856.
Sound binding; front free endpaper excised. Clean pages with
some light toning. Cover has some minor wear; gilt decorations
with legible lettering. Personal memoir recounts the experience
of a Zouave trumpeter in the Crimean War. In addition to
discussions of camplife and combat, the narrative includes a short
discussion of Florence Nightingale, the Sisters of Charity, and
more information about medical services in general.
Item #7026 Price: ABAA Benevolent Fund Donation

American Houses: A Variety of Original Designs for Rural
Buildings. Sloan, Samuel. Philadelphia: Henry Carey Baird, 1861.
8vo. Complete with title page, copyright page, 2-page preface,
and 73 pages; 26 chromolithographs providing 16 designs and
floor plans with descriptive text on the page facing the design; no
publisher's catalog at the end. Rebound in half leather with
marbled boards. Lightly toned pages with some dust soiling and
occasional finger smudges. Two very old library stamps and small
piece of tape at the top of the copyright page. Sloan was a
Philadelphia architect and best-selling architectural author in the
19th century. These designs include Gothic, Italianate and English
villas and cottages, a Gothic church, prairie cottage, etc.
Item #7312 Price: SOLD

The Dead Shot, or Sportsman's Complete Guide; Being a Treatise
on the Use of the Gun, with Rudimentary and Finishing Lessons
in the Art of Shooting Game of All Kinds: Pigeon-Shooting, DogBreaking, Etc. A Marksman. New York: W. A. Townsend, 1864.
12mo. 282 pages. Six b/w plates illustrating the loading, carrying,
and shooting of long guns. Sound binding with intact hinges..
Clean pages with the occasional finger smudge. Minor cover
wear; heaviest at spine ends. Bright gilt decorations and lettering.
Chapters include: Guns, Rudimentary Lessons in Shooting,
Finishing Lessons, Pigeon-Hunting, and Dog-Breaking. “This is the
most complete sportsman's manual that we have yet seen. . . ." Bell's Life.
Item #7078 Price: $50 $25
Camps and Prisons: Twenty Months in the Department of the
Gulf. Duganne, A. J. H. New York: J. P. Robens, 1865. 12mo.
Third edition. Complete with 6 plates plus a 6-page advertising
section in rear. Sound binding: front hinge starting. Clean pages.
Small owner's label inside front cover. Some cover wear, heaviest
at the head of the spine. "The best account of prison life in Texas
during the Civil War" (Basic Texas Books 47B; an earlier edition is
also listed in Sabin, 21152.) Duganne was a poet, playwright, and
author who fought in the Gulf region with the Union Army. He
was an officer in the New York 176th Volunteer Infantry Regiment
and was captured at Brashsear City. The book discusses his
regimental service and life as a prisoner. Quite scarce.
Item #07632 Price: SOLD

The Present State of Virginia. Giving a Particular and Short
Account of the Indian, English, and Negroe Inhabitants. . . .
Jones, Hugh. New York: Joesph Sabin, 1865. 8vo. Originally
published in 1724. Unbound; top edges uncut. Collated and
complete. Small engravings. Minor wear, heaviest at endpapers
and title pages. "One of the most entertaining and informative
accounts of Virginia and its people during the early eighteenth
century . . . has long been a collector's item. Even the few copies
that remain of the two hundred imprints by Joseph Sabin in 1865
have been retired to rare book rooms or vaults.” – Mississippi
Valley Historical Review. See Howes J- 216.
Item #6761 Price: SOLD

A Picture of the Desolated States; and the Work of Restoration,
1865-1868. Trowbridge, J. T. [John Townsend]. Hartford, CT: L.
Stebbins, 1868. 8vo. Collated and complete. Sound binding; front
hinge starting to split. A record of travels throughout the South
in 1865 and early 1866 immediately following the Civil War.
Originally published in shorter form as The South: A Tour of Its
Battlefields and Ruined Cities. Trowbridge toured much of the
defeated Confederacy during the summer of 1865 and the
following winter. His detailed observations include interviews
with freedmen, former rebels, farmers, businessmen, refugees,
carpetbaggers, and scalawags. A surprisingly fair assessment by
a somewhat biased Northerner.
Item #7886 Price: SOLD

Uncle Remus: His Songs and His Sayings: The Folk-Lore of the
Old Plantation. Harris, Joel Chandler. New York: D. Appleton
and Company, 1881. Illustrated by Church, Frederick S. and
James H. Moser. First Edition, 1st State. 12mo. Meets all BAL
7100 first state points. 232 pages. 8 pp. advertisements.
Frontispiece and 7 plates inserted; other illustrations in text. Last
line of p. 9 shows the word 'presumptive'. Advertisements begin
with “New Books. A Treatise on the Practice of Medicine. . . .” No
mention of the title in the advertisements. Front hinge starting
to split. Clean pages. Uneven text block. Two tiny owners'
bookplates inside the front cover. Minor cover wear.
Item #7557 Price: $1,250 $625

The Hip and Its Diseases. Gibney, Virgil P. New York and
London: Bermingham & Company, 1884. First Edition. 12mo.
Complete. 412 pages, 64 illustrations. Sound binding. Soiled
endpapers. Some wear to cover and three leaves. This is Gibney's
study of the treatment of hip disease that led to his firing from
and subsequent return to and leadership of the oldest orthopedic
hospital in the country, the New York Hospital for the Relief of
the Ruptured and Crippled (now the Hospital for Special Surgery).
In it, Gibney advocates for the use of Plaster of Paris, traction,
and surgery in the treatment of orthopedic cases. All were a
radical departure from the "expectant" treatment (fresh air, diet,
exercise, and electrical stimulation) which had been historically
provided at the facility.
Item #7932 Price: SOLD

The American Salmon Fisherman. Wells, Henry P. New York:
Harper & Brothers, 1886. First Edition. 12mo. Complete with
four-page advertising catalog in rear. B/w frontispiece and map.
Other b/w illustrations throughout. Sound binding with intact
hinges. Clean pages. Two small erasures on front free endpaper.
Cover has some minor wear and soiling. A nice example of a
classic fishing book.
Item #7678 Price: $100 $50

The Fairport Nine. Brooks, Noah. New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1887. 8vo. Seldom seen, second printing. Cover and text
match the first printing but for the date on the title page and the
8-page advertising section in the rear. Sound binding with intact
pages. Frontispiece and tissue guard are in nice shape. Clean
pages; scuffed inside the front cover where a book plate was
removed. Light wear; cover decoration and lettering is crisp and
bold. The famous first novel about baseball. Although this book is
often described as a fictional depiction of baseball as played in the
1880s, Brooks has written that it is autobiographical and describes
his boys’ militia unit and baseball team of Castine, Maine in the
1840s.
Item #8176 Price: SOLD

The City of Dreadful Night and Other Places + Wee Willie Winkie
+ In Black and White (Bound Together). Kipling, Rudyard.
Allahabad, India: A. H. Wheeler & Company, 1889. 8vo.
Sammelband of softcovers from the Indian Railway Library with
wrappers and advertisements. City of Dreadful Night (1891) is
the first published edition with "Printed at the 'Pioneer' Press,
Allahabad." at page 108; Kipling forced the destruction of an
unauthorized earlier edition and was partially successful in
suppressing this unsanctioned one as well. Wee Willie Winkie
(1889) is identified as a "Second Edition." In Black and White
(1890) is identified as a "Third Edition." (See both Livingston and
Ahearn.) Rear cover of City is missing. Fore-matter pencil notes
in some. Minor wear and soiling.
Item #7920 Price: $1,000 $500

Catering for Two: Comfort and Economy for Small Households.
James, Alice L. New York and London: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1898.
16mo. Complete. Minor wear, slightly cocked. "Dining well on
small means is an art only to be acquired by long experience, and
the object of the following chapters is to give the result of sixteen
years' labor and study, so that the way may be made easier for
others just taking upon themselves the duties of a housewife."
Chapters include: Dinners; Company Luncheons; Breakfast, Tea,
and Luncheon; Fancy Desserts, and a fascinating last chapter that
describes using newly available electrical appliances like a coffee
pot, hot plate, flat iron, and grill to cook at the kitchen table.
Item #7936 Price: $40 $20

Experimental Research into Surgery of the Respiratory System Author's Copy. Crile, George W. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott,
1900. 8vo. Complete. Second edition noting the work was
"awarded the Nicholas Senn Prize by the American Medical
Association." Front endpaper is annotated in pencil, "Author's
Copy 1900" and has the signature (G MB Crile) of Crile's wife,
Cover has a monogram, "LMB," possibly Lucia McBride, Grace's
wealthy sister-in-law who served on committees at the Lakeside
Hospital while Crile was on staff. Crile, a professor of surgery at
Western Reserve University and surgeon at Lakeside Hospital in
Cleveland, was a leading researcher in the field of surgical shock,
hemorrhage, and anesthesia.
Item #7929 Price: SOLD

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz. Baum, L. Frank. Chicago and New
York: Geo. M. Hill Co., 1900. Illustrations by W. W. Denslow. 8vo.
First edition, Second (corrected) State, Binding C. Meets all points
specified in Bienvenue and Hanff. Collated and complete including
all 24 colored plates. Expertly reset in its original binding with light
wear and some minor soiling. Clean pages; gift inscription and
minor soiling at front free endpaper. Several pages/plates have
short professionally-mended closed marginal tears. Margins of
one leaf (p. 255/6) and one plate (p. 80) have been professionally
repaired; neither extends into text or illustrations. A very nice
example of a very desirable book.
Item #8173 Price: $5,750 $2,875

The Algonquian Series (10 volumes). Tooker, William Wallace.
New York: Francis P. Harper, 1901. First Edition, Limited. 12mo.
10 volume first printing set limited to 250 copies. Red cloth with
gilt lettering and uncut pages. Sound bindings. Clean pages with
occasional pencil annotations. Minor wear and soiling; light
sunning to the spines. Once the property of the Mercantile Library
of New York: “Removed” handstamps "LibX" annotations in
pencil. Some dampstaining to Volume 2. Tooker is considered to
have been the most knowledgeable researcher of North Eastern
Coastal American Indians. See website listing for individual titles.
Scarce; very hard to find as a complete set.
Item #7323 Price: $1,000 $500

The Speckled Brook Trout (Salvelinus Fontinalis) By Various
Experts with Rod and Reel. Rhead, Louis (editor). New York: R.
H. Russell, 1902. Rhead, Louis. Mixed publisher info; Russell
imprint with Stokes binding. 184 pages. Color frontispiece with
b/w plates and illustrations throughout. Sound binding with intact
hinges. Clean pages. Minor wear to cover. Gilt lettering and
decorations are bright and crisp. A nice example of Rhead's classic
work.
Item #7675 Price: $200 $100

Sugar-Loaf Mountain. Bancroft, Laura (pseudonym of L. Frank
Baum). Chicago: Reilly & Lee, Copyright 1906. Illustrated by
Maginal Wright. Pictorial cover with dust jacket. 12mo. Binding
type A with no blurb on rear cover. 64 pages. 15 full-page color
illustrations as well as a color title-page. Sound binding, intact
hinges. Clean pages; tiny (1/8") spot in margin of one page. Light
toning to end papers. Light, small (1/4") scuff at upper right
corner of front free endpaper. Cover has bright color and light
wear but for a short (3/8") chip at the top of the spine. Dust jacket
is complete with some minor wear and soiling. The fifth title in
the Twinkle Tales series. A nice copy of a scarce and popular nonOz title by Baum.
Item #7430 Price: $2,500 $1,250

Two Teddy Bears in Toyland. Gordon, Elizabeth M. New York:
Dodd, Mead, and Company, 1907. Wylie, Charles (photographer).
First Edition. Pictorial Boards. Oblong 8vo. Wonderful early Teddy
Bear book with photomechanical images featuring two Steiff
stuffed bears. Includes images of tin houses, toy soldiers, a soft
monkey, and lots of dolls. Full-page images alternate with text
pages. Sound binding. Hinges have old neatly done cloth
reinforcement. Clean pages with occasional finger smudges.
Several leaves have faint corner folds. Pencil gift inscription on
front free endpaper. Some wear to cover. A very nice example of
a very scarce children's book.
Item #7007 Price: $800 $400

Whose Little Baby are You? New York: Sam'l Gabriel Sons &
Company, 1913. Brundage, Francis. "No. 641." 16 pages
including the cover. Four multi-color pages with the remainder
printed in orange and black. Original stapled binding is in nice
shape with a 1"split at the tail of the spine. Light wear and soiling.
Cute children's story about a day in the life of a little girl.
Item #7761 Price: $30 $15

American Soldier Ballads. Camp, F. B. Los Angeles: Geo. Rice &
Sons, 1917. First Edition. 16mo. Complete. 124 pages. Includes its
original illustrated cardboard mailing envelope. Collection of
American World War One military poetry. Almost no wear to the
book. Cardboard mailer is missing one flap.
Item #7012 Price: $25 $10

Adventures of a Brownie, The Little Lame Prince, Poor Prin.
Miss Mulock. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, 1922. Illustrated by
Kirk, Maria L. & Arthur Hughes. Gift Edition. 8vo. Gift Edition.
Complete with all 14 multi-color plates and front cover applique.
Sound binding; rear hinge intact, front hinge cracked. Minor cover
wear. Slightly darkened spine.
Item #7620 Price: $125 $60

The Little Wizard Series. The Jell-O Booklets, all 4 volumes: Ozma
and the Little Wizard, Tiktok and the Nome King, Jack
Pumpkinhead and the Sawhorse, and The Scarecrow and the Tin
Woodman. Baum, L. Frank. Chicago: The Reilly & Lee Company,
1932. Neil, John R. 16mo soft covers. Complete set of all four
Little Wizard volumes issued as Jell-O premiums with all Jell-O
recipes, advertisements. Rear cover illustrations of the Scarecrow
and the Tin Woodman carrying a giant platter of Jell-O. See Hanff
p. 84 and Bienvenue p. 86-87. All of the volumes are complete
with sound saddle-stapled bindings. Minor wear. Ozma has some
light soiling. Neatly mended small split at the spine tail of
Scarecrow. Item #7558 Price: SOLD

Nicodemus and the Gang. Hogan, Inez. New York: E.P. Dutton,
1939. Hogan, Inez. First Edition, 1st Printing. 12mo. Complete
with dust jacket. Sound binding with intact hinges. Clean pages.
Cover has some minor wear and soiling; a split along the spine is
just starting. Minor wear to most of the dust jacket, but missing
about one inch at the base of the spine. Number 7 in the
Nicodemus series.
Item #7935 Price: $250 $125

Loudoun County Virginia: Past and Present. Samuels, Harriet
Brockman (editor). Princeton, New Jersey: Graphic Arts Press,
1940. First Edition. Soft Cover. Folio. 60 pages. B/w photographs
throughout. String-tied, purple and gold, cardstock cover. Signed
by Samuels in the forematter. Tight binding. Clean pages. Light
cover wear; some color fading. Sections include: Prologue (a tenpage history of Loudoun); Within the Present (agriculture,
industry, government, churches, banking, libraries, etc.); Oak Hill
(once the home of President James Monroe and birthplace of the
Monroe Doctrine); Foxcroft School ("America's Foremost School
for Young Ladies"), and Land of Sport (horses, hounds, and foxes).
Item #7226 Price: $150 $75

Catch the Dogs (later re-issued as Puppy Play House). King,
Dorothy. New York: William Morrow and Company, 1946. First
Edition. Oblong 16vo. Very nice movable book requiring the
reader to catch loose dogs and put them in the correct beds. All
six dogs (poodle, collie, terrier, Scottie, spaniel, and dachshund)
and dog beds are present. Both fire department doors are present.
Generally clean pages with occasional finger smudges. Bottom
inch of spine covering missing, otherwise minor wear to cover.
Item #7297 Price: $150 $75

Ku-Winda (To Hunt). Koehler, Otto A. San Antonio, TX: Clegg
Company, 1956. First Edition. Hard Cover. 4to. Complete with 99
pages. Color and sepia photomechanical images throughout; map.
Sound binding with intact hinges. Clean pages; a former owner has
highlighted one column on Koehler's list of taxidermy mountings
in light green. Light cover wear. Presentation inscription on the
half-title. Very nice big game hunting safari book by the owner of
the old Pearl Brewing Company of San Antonio. It is a step-by-step,
nuts-and-bolts guide to preparing for and going on a safari that
documents Koehler's trip to Kenya and Tanganyika.
Item #6302 Price: $150 $75

Don't Look Now! The Smart Slant on Misdirection. Leech, Al.
Chicago: Ireland Magic Company, 1960. First Printed Edition. Soft
Cover. 8vo. 28 pages. Photo frontispiece of Leech. Previously issued
in 1948 in mimeograph. Classic text on misdirection. Almost no
wear. From the collection of Tom Mullica, one of the world's
greatest comic-magicians. Mullica's embossed stamp is on the title
page.
Item #7146 Price: $50 $25

Best in Children's Books - # 41 with "What the Good-Man Does is
Always Right," Illustrated by Maurice Sendak and others. New
York: Nelson Doubleday, 1961. 8vo. Number 41 from the 'Best in
Children's Books' series. Six pages of two-tone Sendak illustrations
for the story. Book has almost no wear. Sound binding, clean
pages, no writing. Dust jacket has some edgewear and minor
toning.
Item #7658 Price: $75 $35

Corps Badges of the Union Army. Myhal, Michael. 1973. 4to
Limited edition (#198 of 500). Unpaginated, but approximately 75
pages. B/w illustrations and photos throughout. Sound binding.
Clean with some minor edge-wear. "How these badges looked,
how they were adopted, and what gives them a permanent place
in the history of the American fighting man." Information this
detailed simply isn't available in any other single source.
Item #7786 Price: $75 $30

La Médaille Militaire. Massian, Michel. Paris: Charles Lavauzell,
1976. First Edition. Leatherette. 4to. In French. 319 pages.
Profusely illustrated in color and b/w. Facsimile letter from
Georges Pompidou laid in. Dark blue and gilt leatherette cover
with a facsimile medal mounted on front board. Bright and fresh
with almost no wear. Doesn't appear to have ever been read. The
book is divided into three sections: The Beginning of the Medaille
Militaire, The History of the Medaille Militaire, and Facts &
Documents about the medal.
Item #7781 Price: $60 $30

Ordre National Du Merite. Ducourtial, Claude. Paris: Charles
Lavauzell, 1978. Leatherette. 4to. In French. 195 pages. Profusely
illustrated in color and b/w. Blue and gilt leatherette cover with a
facsimile medal mounted on front board. Almost no wear; very
light toning at endpaper margins. Doesn't appear to have ever
been read. The book is divided into three chapters: Orders
Conferred by France from 1802 to 1963, The Order National du
Merite, and Other Orders Conferred by France.
Item #7782 Price: $60 $30

The Giant Book of Sneaky Feats. Ferrell, Tom and Lee Eisenberg.
Secaucus, NJ: Castle Book, 1979. Eisner, Gil. Hard Cover. 8vo. 337
pages. Sound binding with intact hinges. Clean pages. Light wear
to cover and dust jacket. "The art of showing off and 102 ways to
do it." Includes all of the attention-grabbing feats previously
published by Ferrell and Eisenberg. From the collection of Tom
Mullica, one of the world's greatest comic-magicians. Mullica's
embossed stamp on the front free endpaper.
Item #7135 Price: $60 $30

Moon Rocket: An All-Action Pop-Up Picture Storybook. Kubasta.
England: Brown Watson, 1986. 4to. Hard-to-find reprint of
Kubasta's Tip + Top and the Moon Rocket which was originally
published in 1964. In terrific shape; doesn't appear to have ever
been read. All six popups and associated animations work great.
Number 10 on Tillman's list of the 100 best popups
Item #7906 Price: $200 $100

Handbook of Brownian Motion - Facts and Formulae. Borodin,
Andrei N. And Paavo Salminen. Basel, Boston, and Berlin:
Birkhauser Verlag, 1996. 8vo. A first printing bookplate from
Birkhauser Boston is affixed to the front free endpaper. "The
primary aim of this book is to give an easy reference to a large
number of facts and formulae associated with Brownian motion. .
. . It is our belief and experience that such a material would be
very much welcome by students and people working with
applications of diffusions and Brownian motion."
Item #7775 Price: $150 $75

El Libro Del Culto a La Virgen (Book of the Devotions to the Virgin
Mary). Pardo, Andres (director of the book). Valencia, Spain:
Editorial Alfredo Ortells, S.L., 1998. Large 4to. In Spanish.
Complete with 1405 pages. Two-tone blue leather cover with gilt
decoration and lettering. Brass corner guards. All edges gilt. Color
illustrations throughout. Light crease to the front free endpaper
and a gift inscription on the title page. A huge compilation of
classic literary and artistic works honoring the Virgin Mary. This is
a very heavy book; overseas or priority shipping will be expensive.
Item #7776 Price: $290 $145

The Long Case Clock - Revised and Enlarged Edition. Robinson,
Tom. Woodbridge, Suffolk, Great Britain: Antique Collectors Club,
1999. 4to. 491 pages. Illustrations throughout. Doesn't appear to
have ever been read. Only slight shelf wear to the dust jacket.
(The dust jacket colors are bright and fresh. The haze/glare in the
image is a reflection from a protective mylar cover.) Revised and
enlarged to include an additional chapter on new discoveries and
more color illustrations. A standard reference work on
grandfather clocks; essential for collectors and enthusiasts.
Item #7648 Price: $200 $100

Beijing Opera: Vein Paintings and Stamps. China: 2007. 4to.
Beautiful overview of Chinese opera. Text is in English and opera
illustrations are in color. Incudes six Chinese postage stamps
issued in 2007 and five traditional redbud leaf paintings. Paintings
and stamps are in protective mounts. Additional marginal
illustrations of opera masks. Red, black, and gilt cover. Five thick
cardboard leaves. Folding red slipcase. Very light wear. Leaf
painting is a classic Chinese craft that can be traced back two
thousand years to the Eastern Han Dynasty. After first carefully
treating the leaves to remove their color, artists use oil paints for
their work.
Item #7783 Price: $100 $50

Miniature Books:
Emlekezes I. Istvan Kiraly Szuletesenek Ezereves Evfordulojara
(Remembering the 1000th Birthday of King Stephen I). Budapest:
Zrinyi Nyomdaban, 1970. First Printing. Hardcover. Limited
edition of 200. In Hungarian. 60 pages of text. Color and b/w
illustrations including a four-page facsimile of a medieval
manuscript in rear. Approximately 2.5" x 1.35". Light shelf wear.
Biography of King Stephen I, the founder of the Kingdom of
Hungary. Stephen I was cannonized by Pope Gregory VII for
converting Hungary to Christianity.
Item #7209 Price: $50 $25

L'Evangile S. Jean. Meson, Jacques. Enkhuizen, Netherlands: Jack
R. Levin, 1971. Limited edition: #67 of 100. Facsimile of a
miniature book originally printed in 1667. Illustrated title,
frontispiece, and colophon. Approximately 1.75" x 1.5". Signed by
Levin. Very light cover wear. Selected verses from the Gospel of
St. John.
Item #7202 Price: $125 $60

Las Golondrinoas: Swallows at San Juan Capistrano. Weber,
Monsignor Francis J. Los Angeles: Printed by Wallace Nethery and
binding By Margaret Class, 1992. First Printing. Limited printing of
200 copies. Book measures about 2.75" x 2.25". 18 pages plus
colophon. 3 wood engravings. No wear. Short essay on the famous
swallows of San Juan Capistrano. Msgr Weber is the Archivist of
the Archdiocese of Los Angeles and a well-known author of
miniature books.
Item #7197 Price: $50 $25

Lenin Szuletesenek 100. Evfordulojara: 1870-1970 (100th
Anniversary of Lenin's Birth: 1870-1970). Karoly, Torma (editor).
Budapest: Kaposvari Magyar Hirdeto, 1970. First Printing. 80
pages. In Hungarian. Illustrated with more than 20 full-page b/w
movie stills. Black cover with gilt illustration of Lenin.
Approximately 2.5" x 2". Signed by the printer, Mautner Jozsef,
on the title page. Light storage wear. Traces Lenin's life through
films made about him.
Item #7213 Price: $75 $35

Miniatur Konyvek Biblyografiaja 1975 (Bibliography of
Miniature Books 1975). Gyula, Janka. Budapest: Muszaki
Konyvkiado, 1977. First Printing. Leatherette. In English,
Hungarian, and Russian. 237 pages. 127 b/w photographs.
Approximately 2.75" x 2". Light wear. No country has issued more
quality miniature books than Hungary, and Janka Gyula is the
recognized expert in the field. This volume addresses all
Hungarian miniature books published in 1975.
Item #7206 Price: $50 $25

Up 65 Years to Larchmont. Weber, Monsignor Francis J. Los
Angeles: Bela Blau, 1970. First Printing. Book measures about 1.5"
x 1.25". 32 pages including frontispiece, half-titles, etc.
Frontispiece shows a crowded bookstore and appears to be the
work of Tom Neal (TAN). Dark green leather with gilt rules and
lettering. Light storage wear. Short essay about Dawson's Book
Shop of Los Angeles. Msgr Weber is the Archivist of the
Archdiocese of Los Angeles and a well-known author of miniature
books.
Item #7188 Price: $65 $30

Leaves:
Large Manuscript Leaf on Vellum - Divine Office - Liturgia
Honorium – Psalms 78 . Europe: circa 1250. Intricately inscribed
vellum leaf from a 13th century Divine Office Liturgia Honorium.
Probably 13th century continental. Approximately 10” x 13". On
quality vellum. The large gothic bookhand script (3 lines per inch)
is in two columns of 30 lines. There are numerous three, two, and
one-line majuscules in red and blue. Beautiful marginal designs on
both sides. The leaf contains Psalms 78 (vulgate numbering)
indicating that it was probably read during Advent/Christmas and
Lent/Easter as it was one of three psalms often reserved for those
seasons because they throw special light on the Old Testament
history of salvation as the forerunner of its fulfillment in the
New Testament. (See the Catholic Liturgical Library).
Item #7607 Price: $950 $425

Leaf from a 1693 German Children's Bible: Revelation
(Apocalypse) 10 - Angel with the Book. Augsburg, Germany: Jos.
Sam. Edel, 1693. Leaf. 16mo. In German. Single-sided, hand
colored leaf from a German Kinder-Bibel published circa 1693.
Color is in nice shape. Text is dark and clear. The print is slightly
canted on the page. The page has some minor soiling. There is a
half-page illustration of Revelation (the Apocalypse of St. John):
10, a "mighty angel came down from heaven, clothed with a cloud:
and a rainbow was upon his head, and his face was as it were the
sun, and his feet as pillars of fire: And he had in his hand a little
book open: and he set his right foot upon the sea, and his left foot
on the earth. . . ."
Item #7426 Price: SOLD

Documents, Letters, Speeches, etc.:
Admission of Kansas. Speech of Hon. W. Porcher Miles of
South Carolina, in the House of Representatives, March 31,
1858. Washington: Congressional Globe Office, 1858. First
Edition. Pamphlet. 8vo. 8 pages. Toned; previously bound.
Miles succinctly states the Southern opinion regarding the
admission of Kansas as a state, discussing legal concerns
touching upon "bloody Kansas," "Free-Soilers," "Border
Ruffians," the transportation of anti-slavery forces to Kansas by
the New England Emigrant Aid Society, and the arming of the
anti-slavery partisans with repeating rifles (funded by the
prominent abolitionist minister, Henry Ward Beecher). Miles
served on General Beauregard's staff and as a member of the
Confederate Congress. Later as President of the University of
South Carolina. Sabin 48943.
Item #7240 Price: SOLD
Documents Relating to the New York Contest . . . to Seats in
the Charleston Convention. New York: J. W. Bell, 1860. First
Edition. Pamphlet. 8vo. 24 pages. Light soiling; once bound. The
1860 Democratic Convention was the most discordant U. S.
political convention ever held. The Democratic Party was
divided between moderate northern supporters of Stephen
Douglass willing to compromise with the Republicans on issues
related to slavery in new territories, and the southern "fireeaters" who demanded that the party adopt a plank with the
wording of Dred Scott decision.
Item #7250 Price: SOLD

Speech of Hon. James H. Hammond, of South Carolina, on the
Relations of States; Delivered in the Senate of the United
States, May 21, 1860. Washington: Lemuel Towers, 1860. First
Edition. Pamphlet. 8vo. 8 pages. Previously bound. Hammond’s
speech is a short exposition on the doctrine of "squatter
sovereignty," that is, the action of importing new ‘citizens’ into
a territory (in this case, Kansas) to influence the popular vote (in
this case, admission to the Union as a free or slave state).
Hammond is, perhaps, most famous for his "Cotton is King"
speech on the Senate floor in 1858. I don’t believe this is listed
in Sabin.
Item #7253 Price: SOLD

Executive Documents No. 2. Correspondence and Other
Papers, Relating to Fort Sumter. Including Correspondence of
Hon. Isaac W. Hayne with the President. Second [enlarged]
Edition, 1861. Charleston, SC: Evans & Cogswell, 1861.
Pamphlet. 8vo. 43 pages. The second edition with 15 additional
pages documents from Major Anderson’s letter of 9 Jan 1861 to
the South Carolina Governor questioning the firing of
Charleston artillery upon US ships through Mr. Hayne’s final
letter to President Buchanan regarding the possession of Fort
Sumter which was returned unsigned with a curt message in
Buchanan’s hand reading "The character of this letter is such
that it cannot be received." Previously bound. Confederate
imprint: P&W 4040.
Item #7258 Price: SOLD

Autograph Signed Letter to Lord Cormer - Headquarters,
British Army of Occupation in Egypt. Alexandria, Egypt: 1892.
Letter from General F. Walker to the British Consul-General in
Egypt (Lord Cromer, Evelyn Baring, 1st Earl of Cromer) regarding
building construction for the garrison at Ramleh. At the time F.
Walker was the Commanding General of the British Army in
Egypt following the unsuccessful Urabi Revolt against the British
supported Khedive. Letter is nice shape; easily read. Old tape
reinforcement on the reverse of the horizontal center fold.
Item #7237 Price: $150 $75

Ephemera:
Ornate Valentine featuring a Woman Holding a Giant Flower.
With Original Envelope. 1860. Very attractive valentine in the
style of Esther Howland, however one of her price codes does
not appear on the reverse. Approximately 3.75" x 5.5". The card
features lacework, gold embossing, green and red background
papers, and embossed die-cut figures of a woman holding a
giant flower and a boy playing the violin. A page of verse is
tipped in. The original embossed envelope is present. Unused,
unsigned, and unaddressed. The card is clean with almost no
wear. The envelope has some light foxing.
Item #7750 Price: $50 $25

Ornate, Embossed Valentine with Gilt and Multi-Color Floral
Diecut, includes its Orignial Envelope. 1860. Approximately 5"
x 7". The embossed card features a floral diecut with the legend
"Souvenir, Love & Truth." Original envelope franked with a
three-cent stamp (Scott #11). Manuscript cancellation. Clean
with light wear.
Item #751 Price: $75 $30

Ornate Lace Valentine by Meek. Circa 1860.. Approximately 3"
x 4". The valentine consists of three leaves: 1) a partially gilded
lace paper cover, 2) a blue paper leaf with a diecut multicolor
cherub and six solid color stars, and 3) a blank card backing to
which has been affixed a red and blue rectangular motto that
reads, "To One I Love / When the sweet perfume of flowers, /
Scents the balmy air, / How sweet to pass the evening hours, /
With thee my charming fair." "Meek" is embossed on the left
margin of the front cover. There is a price code, "W/1," on the
reverse of the back panel. The lace front panel is, perhaps,
missing a few tiny pieces. The paper leaf and back panel each
have a tiny spot of very light toning at the top edge.
Item #7812 Price: $50 $25

Large and Colorful Valentine Featuring Two Cherubs, with its
Original Envelope. 1890s. Large valentine with die-cut pansies,
gilt lacework, and two colorful cherubs. Verse on the inside.
Embossed envelope is franked with a one-cent Columbian
Exposition stamp (Scott #230). Card is clean and with almost no
wear. Envelope has some postal wear and soiling.
Item #7753 Price: $75 $30

Program of The Webster Centennial of Dartmouth College
Celebrating the One Hundredth Anniversary of The Graduation
of Daniel Webster. Hanover, NH: The Dartmouth Press, 1901.
Printed Wrapper. 8vo. This is an actual program from the
ceremonies, which were held on 14-15 September 1901. It is
not a later reprint. 8 pages including the cover. Identifies the
highlights of the celebration including "a short game of football
[to be] played on Alumni Oval by the 'Varsity Eleven and an
Alumni Eleven," the Dartmouth Night festivities featuring a
parade of students and alumni in colorful costumes with Daniel
Webster's carriage and plough, exercises in the College Church,
the laying of the cornerstone of Webster Hall, and the
concluding banquet. Rear cover references Webster's famous
defense of the college against the state in the landmark
Supreme Court case.
Item #7162 Price: $50 $25

Lynn Base Ball Association Grand Assembly Dance Card. Lynn,
Massachusetts: Lynn Base Ball Association, 1903. The dance card
is for the "Grand Assembly and Dance Under the Auspices of Lynn
Base Ball Association" held at the East Lynn Odd Fellows' Hall on
Friday evening, April 3rd, 1903. The cover illustration shows a
player being tagged out as he slides into base. The four-page
cardboard program is unused. The "Order of Dances" include
several with baseball titles, "The Opening Game," "Base Hit,"
"Our Captain," "Home Run," etc. The rear cover lists organizers of
the dance, presumably players on the team. The Lynn Base Ball
Association was founded in 1875, and at various times it fielded
independent teams or a mid-level American League minor league
team in the New England League.
Item #7484 Price: $175 $85

Turn-of-the-Century Postcard Album. 1900s-1910s. Album
measures 8” x 13” and is filled with 96 colorful postcards:
holidays, African-Americans, Native Americans, exposition,
tennis, skyscrapers, flowers, animals, humor, real photo, western
and rural towns, Buster Brown, leather, etc. Some wear to album;
cards are in nice shape.
Item #9218 Price: SOLD

New York Yankees Scorecard - 9 Aug 1950 vs Boston. New York:
Harry M. Stevens, 1950. Complete unscored scorecard-program
with preprinted line-ups and penciled-in date and line-up changes
for the 9 August 1950 game against the Boston Red Sox. Sound
stapled binding. Light wear and soiling. Very faint vertical crease
and a few insect nibbles at lower right corner of the front cover.
Yankee players include Phil Rizzuto, Joe DiMaggio, Yogi Berra,
Billy Martin, and Vic Raschi. Boston players include Dom
DiMaggio, Johnny Pesky, and Bobby Doerr. The Yankees won the
game 2-1.
Item #7845 Price: SOLD

The Brooklyn Poster Show. Mysterious Monster. Brooklyn, New
York: Secret Project Robot Gallery, 2006. An extraordinary
collection of 55 vibrant miniature posters in a wire-bound
notebook featuring a random selection of works by the
exhibitors. The wire binding is in nice shape. No wrinkles tears, or
writing to any of the posters. The collage cover has some wear,
but that's is how they were issued. Proceeds from the sale of the
book went to sponsoring future events at the Secret Project
Robot Gallery.
Item #7903 Price: $125 $60

Maps:
Order of Battle and Plan of Attack: Nov 7th 1861 [The Battle of
Port Royal). Unlisted Publisher, [circa 1861. Map size - 7.75"x9".
Leaf size - 9"x10.5". Clean with some folds; probably from a book.
Very short closed tear at right margin; piece of tape on reverse. The
Battle of Port Royal was one of the earliest amphibious operations
of the American Civil War in which a United States Navy fleet and
United States Army expeditionary force captured Port Royal Sound,
South Carolina, located between Savannah and Charleston, on
November 7, 1861. The sound was guarded by two forts on
opposite sides of the entrance, Fort Walker on Hilton Head Island
to the south and Fort Beauregard on Phillip's Island to the north.
Item #7058 Price: $100 $50

Rand-McNally Indexed Pocket Map and Shippers' Guide of Maine.
Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Co., 1916. Cardboard
Cover. 16mo. Map is approximately 20" x 27.5" when unfolded. 42
text pages. Title continues: "railroads, electric lines, post offices,
express telegraph and mail service, counties, cities, towns, villages,
islands, lakes, rivers, creeks, etc. Population according to the latest
official census." Doesn't appear to have ever been used. Map is
clean with a few pinholes where fold lines intersect. Light wear
Item #7891 Price: $50 $25

Newspapers:
Account of a Journey from Williamsburg to the French Fort, Near
the Lake Erie, in Virginia. [George Washington] but edited by
"Sylvanus Urban." London: D. Henry and R. Cave, 1754. 8vo. About
5” x 8.5”. Four-page article within the entire June edition of The
Gentleman's Magazine. Light wear. Removed from a bound volume.
A scarce and important account providing one of the earliest
descriptions of 21-year old Major George Washington's famous
journey from Williamsburg to deliver a letter from Governor
Dinwiddie to the French commandant at Fort Le Boeuf near Lake
Erie demanding that the French abandon the area. Much of this
article’s text is taken verbatim from Washington's personal journal.
Item #7472 Price: $500 $250

Sheet Music and Records:
Polly Perkins of Pemberton Green. Clifton, Harry. Boston: Henry
Tolman & Co., Circa 1860. First edition. Buckleys Comic Songs as
sung by R. Bisop Buckley [and] Buckleys Serenaders. 5 pages
including the front cover. Cover has vignettes showing members
of the Serenaders in blackface. Untrimmed with some edge wear
and light soiling. Short (1") closed tear on right edge. Buckleys
Serenaders began performing in the 1840s and were one of the
two most popular American singing companies throughout the
1850s and 1860s. When not on tour, the group performed at the
opera house they owned on Broadway. Highly praised by Charles
Dickens during his American tour.
Item #007956 Price: $300 $150

The Milwaukee Light Guard Quickstep. Hempstead, H. N.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin: H. N. Hempstead, 1866. Complete with
six pages including the cover. Light wear; removed from a bound
volume so a little rough at the left edge; faint diagonal crease.
The Milwaukee Light Guard was a volunteer unit formed in 1857
in response to the Leahy Riot that occurred when an
excommunicated priest fomented a battle between Catholics and
Protestants. With the onset of the Civil War, the unit was merged
into the 1st Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry and guarded river
crossings along the upper Potomac River. The cover illustration
shows two Union pickets on guard duty with two officers
consulting a map in the background.
Item #008069 Price: $50 $25

Under the Bamboo Tree. The Johnson Brothers (James Weldon
Johnson and Rosamond Johnson). New York: Jos. W. Stern,
1902. Complete with 8 pages including the cover. Some minor
cover. Owner's name on front cover. Long before he wrote The
Autobiography of an Ex-Colored Man, James Weldon Johnson
wrote musical lyrics. His famous Lift Every Voice and Sing became
the anthem of the American Civil Rights movement, but he also
wrote lyrics for popular music. This piece was a hit when it was
first published and once again in the 1940s when it was a featured
duet performed by Judy Garland and Margaret O'Brien the in
MGM musical, Meet Me in St. Louis.
Item #007183 Price $90 $45

Sweet Memories of Dixie. Jones, Laurence C. Piney Woods
(Braxton), Mississippi: Piney Woods School, 1924. Sheet Music.
The front cover shows sweethearts in a rowboat and a
photomechanical image of Jones. Many photomechanical images
of Piney Woods School and its students are on the rear cover.
Clean with no tears or splits. Composed by the African-American
founder and principal of the Piney Woods Country Life School,
who started the institution in 1909 to provide a practical
education for poor, rural black children. It is the second oldest
African-American boarding school in the United States and one of
the finest boarding schools in America. In the early 1920s, it
added a “School for Blind Negroes” which spawned several
singing groups including the Five Blind Boys of Mississippi.
Item #007591 Price: SOLD

High School Confidential - Picture Sleeve 45 rpm Record. Jerry
Lee Lewis and Ron Hargrave. Memphis, Tennessee: Sun Dial
Press, 1958. A classic 45 rpm in its picture sleeve by Jerry Lee
Lewis "and his Pumping Piano." Sun #296. High School
Confidential is on the A side and Fools Like Me is on the reverse.
Front of the picture sleeve shows a portrait image of Jerry Lee
with five cast members from the movie of the same name in the
background including Russ Tamblyn , Mamie Van Doren, and John
Drew Barrymore. I haven't played the record, but it is clean with
no visible scratches. The sleeve is in nice shape too, just a little
toning on the reverse.
Item #007612 Price: $75 $30

Please let us know if you would like to receive our electronic catalogs of
diaries, letters, ephemera, postal history, photographs, and sometimes even books.

----------

We hope you’ll be able to visit us at one of our upcoming 2019 shows:
New York International Antiquarian Book Fair – 7-10 March
Virginia Antiquarian Book Fair, Richmond – 5-7 April
Florida Antiquarian Book Fair, St. Petersburg – 25-28 April

